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His Pregnant Royal Bride
Her baby bombshell! After one special night with beautiful nurse Bethany Caldwell, E.R. doctor Gavin Riordan is torn. He
desperately wants to pursue their relationship, but since he now has custody of his adored son, the little boy must be his
priority. No matter how much he wants Beth, he has no choice but to put her out of his mind. In Beth's eyes, Gavin's
devotion to his son just adds to the gorgeous doctor's charm, and she's devastated to let him go. Then she discovers she's
pregnant with his baby! Beth worries that a baby is the last thing Gavin needs, but this little life may be exactly what
pushes them to come together…as a family.

Harlequin Medical Romance October 2017 - Box Set 1 of 2
His Pregnant Royal Bride (Royal Spring Babies, Book 1) Nurse Shay Labadie's one exquisite night of passion with Dr Dante
Affini was meant to be a beautiful memory. But now Shay's expectingand Dante is expecting her to take his hand in
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marriage! Dante's proposal is shocking enough and then he drops an even bigger bombshell--he's not just a doctor, he's a
prince! Now, to win his child and the woman he loves Dante will have to prove he can master his most important role
yet--as the husband Shay deserves Baby Surprise for the Doctor Prince (Royal Spring Babies, Book 2) Two months after her
breath-taking night with Prince Enzo Affini, nurse Aubrey Henderson arrives in Venice to discover he's her new boss. And
even more shocking? The news she's carrying his royal baby! Guarded doctor Enzo has long protected his legacy--and his
heart. He's determined not to trust his attraction to irresistible, spirited Aubrey. But as their baby grows, so too does their
undeniable connectionand a longing for a happy-ever-after that neither can deny!

Her Pregnancy Bombshell
By rights, single mother Dr. Rachel Mackenzie and widower Dr. Matthew Thompson should be at odds—the disastrous nonwedding of their respective children has thrown the village of Dalverston into turmoil! But Matt and Rachel are faced with
their own emotional upheaval. They turn to each other for friendly support, and unexpectedly find that old friends can make
a new beginning! And just when Matt and Rachel begin to believe that their happy ending is in sight, the most remarkable
thing happens….

Surprise Baby for the Billionaire
Sheikh Surgeon, Pregnant Midwife!

Baby Twins to Bind Them
New York Doc, Thailand Proposal Reunion in paradise Surgeons and exes Layla and Arlo are total opposites: Layla's heart
belongs to New York, while Arlo won't ever work in a big city hospital. But when Arlo's remote jungle practice needs her help
Layla finds herself heading out to Thailand! The Surgeon's Baby Bombshell Their longed-for family? After one heartrending
shift on the children's ward encourages paediatric surgeon Ian Spencer to reveal the grief of losing his son, the friction
between him and Dr Frannie Wentworth fades Leaving Frannie pregnant--with the baby she's longed for.

Dr. Spock
> One life-changing night…one longed-for family! He’s gorgeous, dedicated and completely uncompromising! But Dr
Frannie Wentworth knows pediatric surgeon Ian Spencer’s challenging demeanor hides a wealth of pain. And after one
heartrending shift on the children’s ward encourages Ian to reveal the grief of losing his son, the friction between them
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fades…leaving Frannie pregnant! She’s always longed to be a mum, but can she help Ian believe he deserves to embrace
fatherhood again?

New York Doc, Thailand Proposal
An instant New York Times bestseller, Dopesick is the only book to tell the full story of the opioid crisis, from the boardroom
to the courtroom and into the living rooms of Americans struggling to save themselves and their families: "masterfully
interlaces stories of communities in crisis with dark histories of corporate greed and regulatory indifference" (New York
Times) from a journalist who has lived through it. In this extraordinary work, Beth Macy takes us into the epicenter of a
national drama that has unfolded over two decades. From the labs and marketing departments of big pharma to local
doctor's offices; wealthy suburbs to distressed small communities in Central Appalachia; from distant cities to once-idyllic
farm towns; the spread of opioid addiction follows a tortuous trajectory that illustrates how this crisis has persisted for so
long and become so firmly entrenched. Beginning with a single dealer who lands in a small Virginia town and sets about
turning high school football stars into heroin overdose statistics, Macy sets out to answer a grieving mother's question-why
her only son died-and comes away with a gripping, unputdownable story of greed and need. From the introduction of
OxyContin in 1996, Macy investigates the powerful forces that led America's doctors and patients to embrace a medical
culture where overtreatment with painkillers became the norm. In some of the same communities featured in her
bestselling book Factory Man, the unemployed use painkillers both to numb the pain of joblessness and pay their bills, while
privileged teens trade pills in cul-de-sacs, and even high school standouts fall prey to prostitution, jail, and death. Through
unsparing, compelling, and unforgettably humane portraits of families and first responders determined to ameliorate this
epidemic, each facet of the crisis comes into focus. In these politically fragmented times, Beth Macy shows that one thing
uniting Americans across geographic, partisan, and class lines is opioid drug abuse. But even in the midst of twin crises in
drug abuse and healthcare, Macy finds reason to hope and ample signs of the spirit and tenacity that are helping the
countless ordinary people ensnared by addiction build a better future for themselves, their families, and their communities.
"An impressive feat of journalism, monumental in scope and urgent in its implications." - Jennifer Latson, The Boston Globe

The Brooding Surgeon's Baby Bombshell
Seeing ex-fiancée Amy at his brother's wedding throws Matt Walker's world dangerously off-balance. Their relationship
imploded years ago, but he's never gotten her out of his head, and neither can resist a one-night-only reunion! But Matt
wants a lifetime by Amy's side, not a night, and a pregnancy bombshell gives him the chance to prove it.

The English Doctor's Baby
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Can a shock babyredeem this damaged doctor? The last person paediatrician Ethan Reid expects to see on board the
rescue boat during his latest humanitarian mission is nurse Claire Durand. The woman he shared an electrifying,
anonymous encounter with is now his newest colleague! Life's taught Ethan to keep everyone at arm's length, but Claire's
bombshell changes everything. Because Ethan's no longer alone – Claire's pregnant, with his baby!

Summer at Villa Rosa: Volume One/Her Pregnancy Bombshell/the Mysterious Italian
Houseguest
Pregnant with the prince's baby Nurse Shay Labadie's one exquisite night of passion with Dr. Dante Affini was meant to be a
beautiful memory. But now Shay's expecting…and Dante is expecting her to take his hand in marriage! Dante's proposal is
shocking enough, but then he drops an even bigger bombshell—he's not just a doctor, he's a prince! Now to win his child
and the woman he loves, Dante will have to prove he can master his most important role yet—as the husband Shay
deserves…

Pregnant by the Single Dad Doc
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for
itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering
everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its
audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.

A Firefighter in Her Stocking
DOORSTEP TWINS Rebecca Winters Strangers Gabi Turner and powerful Greek CEO Andreas Simonides are thrown together
on the beautiful Greek island of Milos to care for their baby twin nephews. They start to feel like a family – but what will
happen when the twins’ real father arrives?

Bound by Their Nine-Month Scandal
Life-changing news this Christmas!

Doorstep Twins / The Cowboy's Adopted Daughter: Doorstep Twins (Mediterranean Dads, Book
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3) / The Cowboy's Adopted Daughter (The Brides of Bella Rosa, Book 5) (Mills & Boon
Romance)
Pregnant Nurse, New-Found Family
Her bombshell: “I’m pregnant.” His demand: “Marry me…” Painfully insecure and media-shy heiress Pia is duty-bound to
marry well. So illegitimate Angelo is completely unsuitable husband material. Yet this irresistible Spanish tech tycoon
seduces Pia with an evening of bliss…that leaves her pregnant! Pia can’t afford a scandal, but Angelo wants to publicly
claim his heir. Now to control the headlines, Pia must wed the only man who has ever made her feel. With Angelo posing a
danger to her well-guarded heart, can she step into the spotlight—with the wedding of the century?

St Piran's
Alex is the unbelievably rich heir of a prestigious family, and not only does he live in a huge mansion, he's also goodlooking, a brilliant doctorand a confirmed bachelor. Jenny's younger sister, Chloe, claimed that this man was the father of
her child, Daisy, before she passed away. Jenny wants more than anything for Alex to fulfill his responsibility as a father, so
she brings Daisy to visit Alex at his house. The man she meets there is as much of a coldhearted playboy as the rumors
claim. He gives the two of them an appraising look, and finally says, scornfully, "Is it money you're after? That's too bad.
That baby isn't mine."?

His Secret Baby Bombshell
Their blissful encounter was a secret… Until her pregnancy shock! Powerful Greek Leon Kariakis is not accustomed to being
challenged—least of all by an impulsive woman who’s mistaken his identity. Yet warmhearted Ettie Roberts is a breath of
fresh air, and Leon can’t resist indulging in a night of tantalizing pleasure! But Ettie’s pregnancy bombshell demands action.
Leon’s heir will not be born out of wedlock, so Ettie must say “I do”… Discover this passionate pregnancy romance

Saved by Their One-Night Baby
Air rescue doctor William 'Mac' MacNeil is St Piran's resident daredeviland playboy! He's used to women falling at his feet
everyone except new nurse Abby Stevens. Mac's roguish charm gives Abby butterflies but are they in anticipation of his
delicious kissesor of the bombshell she's about to drop that will turn his life upside down?
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The Fiancee He Can't Forget
A gift impossible to resist! When a firefighter rushes a child into her ER, Dr. Sarah Grayson is stunned that the ash-covered,
exhausted hero is her incorrigible playboy neighbor, Jude Davenport! Sarah is wary of such men, but when gorgeous Jude
suggests a Christmas fling, she can't resist. Yet their relationship deepens, and Sarah sees behind the playboy is a man who
has loved and lost. He might try to keep his emotions on ice, but Sarah begins to wonder—could she be the one to heal his
damaged heart?

Dr. Di Angelo's Baby Bombshell
One-night passion — to pregnancy bombshell! Paramedic Kody Davis has kept his heart on ice since losing his wife. He’s
careful not to let anyone in, save for his daughter, but he can’t ignore his attraction to his guarded but gorgeous new
colleague, Dr Sandra Fraser. So when one stormy night awakens a dormant passion in them both, they agree it will be one
time only — until an unexpected pregnancy changes everything… Mills & Boon Medical – Dedicated professionals find
escape, passion, comfort and love – in each other’s arms!

His Pregnant Royal Bride
His secret: he’s a prince! Her secret: she’s carrying his baby! After ER doc Lev Vanin shared one unforgettable night with
gorgeous Dr. Imogen Hayes, he never expected to see her again. He couldn’t tell Imogen he’s actually a prince! But when a
revolution at home forces Lev into hiding, he ends up working in Imogen’s hospital and his secret is out! Plus, Lev’s life is
about to be turned upside down once again…because Imogen’s pregnant with his heir! “Royal Doc’s Secret Heir is an
emotional romance with all the feels. Author Amy Ruttan once again wove this tale with beautiful prose and witty dialogue.
This story was emotional and sexy. Heart-warming and beautiful. As a reader you would be glued to the pages ‘til the end.”
—Goodreads “What an utterly fascinating, fast-paced, engaging read Ms. Ruttan has delivered in this story…and
entertaining dialogue that had me loving the growing relationship between the hero and heroine.” —Harlequin Junkie on
The Surgeon’s Convenient Husband

Tempted by Dr Daisy / The Fiancée He Can't Forget: Tempted by Dr Daisy / The Fiancée He
Can't Forget (Mills & Boon Medical) (The Legendary Walker Doctors, Book 1)
From passion, to pregnancy…to a family for real? Betrayed by her cheating fiancé, pediatrician Saskia fell into the arms of
brooding entrepreneur Malachi Gunn. Her on-the-rebound encounter has consequences she never could have imagined —
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she’s pregnant! Whisking her away to his Tuscan villa, Malachi makes it clear she must wed him to give their baby the
family it deserves. But can Saskia settle for a paper marriage…or should she hope for more? Mills & Boon Medical –
Dedicated professionals find escape, passion, comfort and love – in each other’s arms!

Pregnant by the Commanding Greek
Expecting her rival's baby! Driven businesswoman Eve Winchester has big plans to take her father's Chicago real estate
empire global. But when she ends up pregnant by her family's personal and professional nemesis, she's thrown into the
shark tank of corporate intrigue. Now she's doing damage control as she falls even deeper for Graham Newport. Graham
has never had such a heated, secret fling. But suddenly Eve is pregnant, and no strings attached turns into the ties that
bind. Graham won't turn his back on what's his, but will family friction tear apart their fledgling affair?

Locked Down With The Army Doc: Locked Down with the Army Doc / The Brooding Surgeon's
Baby Bombshell (Mills & Boon Medical)
Their Baby Surprise
Harlequin® Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories packed with
pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama. This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: SLEIGH RIDE
WITH THE SINGLE DAD Christmas in Manhattan by Alison Roberts Dr. Grace Forbes is reunited with old flame ER chief
Charles Davenport—can the single dad and his adorable twins make her Christmas wish come true? A FIREFIGHER IN HER
STOCKING Christmas in Manhattan by Janice Lynn When her playboy neighbor, hunky firefighter Jude Davenport, suggests a
festive fling, Dr. Sarah Grayson is powerless to resist… A CHRISTMAS MIRACLE by Amy Andrews Independent single mom
Trinity Walker can't help falling for brooding former army surgeon Reid Hamilton when the knight in motorcycle gear comes
to her rescue.

VALENTINO'S PREGNANCY BOMBSHELL
Surprise baby! Dr. Melissa Conner steeled herself to tell her partner, James—the man who'd always insisted he never
wanted kids—that he was going to be a daddy! Only, E.R. consultant James Stanley dropped his own bombshell first.
Unhappy with the way work had overtaken their relationship, he was leaving! And then he discovered Melissa's pregnancy.
He knew that a baby would reopen painful scars from his past. But he still loved Melissa, and after the ultrasound scan he
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was surprised to find he loved his unborn baby, too. Could this tiny, growing life inside Melissa bring these two complex
souls back together again? Yes, he hoped so.

The Doctor's Pregnancy Bombshell
One night, unexpected consequences…! But can they be a family? After sparks fly with Dr. Gabriel Marks at a conference,
nurse Zoe Avery’s left with a permanent reminder of their night together. Knowing Gabe doesn’t want kids, Zoe decides
she’ll have the baby alone. Then Gabe moves to the same city just as pregnant Zoe needs a temporary home. Gabe comes
to her rescue, but can they overcome their hurdles and become a family?

Dopesick
Firefighter's Unexpected Fling When best laid plansgo up in smoke! In this First Response story, with his impending
promotion hot-shot fire captain Ross Lawson has no time for romance. Until stunning paramedic Sally Davis starts work at
his stationand their blazing attraction becomes one fire Ross doesn’t want to put out!

The Surgeon's Baby Bombshell
Working with her exleads to unexpected consequences! Turning her life around after a crushing loss, medical student Ellie
Jones is shocked to discover her new mentor is Dr Logan Riley – who broke her heart years earlier! Single dad Logan's
hands are full raising his autistic daughter, but Ellie finds herself more drawn to him than ever. And when the family losses
they've both experienced bring them closer, reigniting their old flame, it leads to an unplanned surprise

The Pregnancy Shock
Dr. Darby Phillips is horrified to open the invitation to her high-school reunion! She was the shy, studious girl boys never
looked twice at. Her heart won't survive the humiliation if she turns up without a date! Enter her colleague, the delicious Dr.
Blake Di Angelo. His Italian charm wins over every girl he flashes his twinkling smile at—including Darby! But her
proposition is strictly business. She never imagined playing the happy couple could lead to bona fide romance. Reality hits
hard, though, when Darby must tell Blake that his playboy penthouse will soon be hearing the pitter-patter of tiny feet….

New York Magazine
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When his personal assistant asked for extended leave, Greek billionaire Alexei Drakos was extremely inconvenienced. He
relied on Billie Foster for everything—running his life, even getting rid of his girlfriends. Little did Alexei know that Billie had
left to have his baby! In fact, he didn't even remember their passionate night and he had no idea she was pregnant! With
Billie gone, there was something missing in Alexei's glittering existence. When she returned, he needed to offer her
something special to make her stay—maybe a wedding ring of convenience?

The Pregnant Intern (Mills & Boon Medical)
Expecting her boss's baby! Pilot Miranda Marlowe is too sick to fly her plane, and she must face the truth: she's pregnant!
She knows well enough that her boss, Cleve Finch, is still grieving for his late wife, so to think, she heads to her sister's new
inheritance, Villa Rosa. Despite the spiders and dust, the Mediterranean palazzo is as gorgeous as ever. Until Cleve turns up
with a dramatic offer: a convenient marriage as soon as it can be arranged! It may be the sensible answer…but is it enough
for Miranda?

The British National Bibliography
Locked Down with the Army Doc by Scarlet Wilson

Burning Desires
Paige, single mother and nurse, is worn out from everyday life. Abandoned by her selfish husband, she has no room for
romance while working and taking care of her deaf daughter at the same time. It’s a financial stretch for her to even be
able to attend the wedding of her best friend, Natalie. She feels uneasy with the bold, passionate stares she receives from a
man during the wedding. He’s one of the groom’s cousins and looks like an Italian playboy type. She feels guilty for
unconsciously enjoying his attention and finds herself awaiting his seduction…

Pregnant with the Paramedic's Baby
Until recently, brilliant surgeon Jeremy Foster has been a carefree bachelor. Then he meets his new intern! Dr. Alice Masters
– six months pregnant – brings out protective instincts in him he hadn't known he possessed.

Bowker's Guide to Characters in Fiction 2007
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Profiles the wide range of sex practices and sexual trends in America today, emphasizing the sex lives of such notables as
Sean Penn and Madonna, Prince, and Fawn Hall

Baby Bombshell for the Doctor Prince
Indulge yourself with this powerful new duet from bestselling author Caroline Anderson Tempted by Dr Daisy

Her Festive Baby Bombshell (Mills & Boon Cherish)
"For delicious Dr Guy Steele, life is all about flirting and never about for ever! It's the only way to avoid discussing the
painful issue of his infertility. So a fling with Candy Anastasi, the sexiest nurse in the hospital, is the perfect solution right?
Candy's desperate to take her mind off her good-for-nothing ex - and six weeks of the best sex of her life is the ideal
distraction! Until she realizes that she's fallen for Guy and that she's pregnant - with twins! Could her double baby
bombshell ultimately bind her to Guy forever?"--Publisher description.

Firefighter's Unexpected Fling / Pregnant With The Paramedic's Baby: Firefighter's
Unexpected Fling (First Response) / Pregnant with the Paramedic's Baby (First Response)
(Mills & Boon Medical)
Synopsis coming soon.

Secret Sheikh, Secret Baby (Mills & Boon Medical)
Describes the life of the reowned pediatrician and political activist whose book changed child care throughout the world
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